Your new Bulova quartz clock incorporates a timekeeping principle, engineered to provide the highest timekeeping standards in a clock designed for your home. This timekeeping element is easily controlled by vibrating quartz crystal driven by an energy from a standard battery means of an electronic circuit. The vibration motion of the crystal is converted into rotary motion, to turn the time-setting hands by a simple and reliable mechanism. The manufactured clock is engineered to provide more than a year’s accurate timekeeping on the battery provided. If you have a rotating pendulum, insert a fresh, good quality “A” battery into the battery compartment of the movement according to polarity as shown. If the pendulum has a back, remove it. If you have a stationary pendulum, gently slide the switch to position “OFF”.

### OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

#### Features
- Swinging pendulum
- Timekeeping accuracy
- Easy battery change
- Battery power
- Melody synchronization

#### INSTRUCTIONS FOR FELTING

1. **Battery Set Up**
   - Follow the instructions below BEFORE any other steps are taken.
   - Wear safety glasses.
   - Make sure the clock has been unplugged from the power source.

2. **Insert Batteries**
   - To Operate The Pendulum (if applicable)
   - Counts the Hour
   - Engineered to provide more than a year’s accurate timekeeping on the battery provided.

3. **Turn on the Clock**
   - Use “OFF” button for normal operation.

4. **To Set the Time**
   - Use “AM/PM” button to choose melodic.

5. **To Set Alarm**
   - Use “BEEPER” button to choose melody.

6. **To Set the Day**
   - Use “DIAL” button to choose melody.

7. **To Set the Time**
   - Use “DEAD” button to choose melody.

8. **To Set the Weather**
   - Use “WEATHER” button to choose melody.

9. **To Set the Time**
   - Use “SOUND” button to choose melody.

10. **To Set the Light**
    - Use “LIGHT” button to choose melody.
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